
 

 



                                                                                                                                                       

 
EUROPEAN CUP INLINE 

XVII INTERNATIONAL TROPHY - XXXI NATIONAL 
"VILLA DE GIJÓN" 

XXXVII AUTONOMIC “CLUB PATIN PELAYO” 
 

Club Patín Pelayo, with the collaboration of the Ministry of Culture and Sports of the 

Principality of Asturias, the Municipal Sports Board of the Ilmo. Gijón City Council and under the 

supervision of the Higher Sports Council as well as the Royal Spanish Skating Federation and the 

Skating Federation of the Principality of Asturias, will celebrate the first stage of the 2020 

EUROPEAN CUP in its usual “VILLA DE GIJÓN” INTERNATIONAL TROPHY according to the 

following standards: 

 
1. DATE AND PLACE 

. The event will be held on 27 (Friday), 28 (Saturday) and 29 (Sunday) March 2020 from 3 

p.m. on Friday and from 9 a.m. on Saturday and Sunday at the MANUEL LÓPEZ TRACK, 

“MANOLÍN” located in the Moreda Sports Complex (Natahoyo). The full address of the 

skatepark is: 

AVENIDA DE JUAN CARLOS I, S / N, 33212 GIJÓN, ASTURIAS 

The track has a 200-meter rope whose floor is Vesmaco synthetic resin: Durflex® 101 SP, 

approved by the International Racing Committee since 2008, unique in Spain, in which the 

world championship took place that same year. 

 

2. PARTICIPATION  

All the races that are going to take place have international character, being possible to 

run in it all skaters with current license, given by any of the International sports federations 

included in the International competition rules CERC-CEC. 

 

All the skaters need to have the currently Sport Insurance. 

3. CATEGORIES 

The age group of each category is included in bellow table: 

CATEGORY AGE 

MINI 2015 - 2014 U6 – U7 

PRE-BENJAMÍN 2013 - 2012 U8 – U9 

BENJAMÍN 2011 - 2010 U10 – U11 

ALEVÍN 2009 - 2008 U12 – U13 

CADET 2007 - 2006 U14 – U15 

YOUTH 2005 - 2004 U16 – U17 

JUNIOR 2003 - 2002 U18 – U19 

SENIOR 2001 and previus U20 y posterior 

MASTER 1990 and previus U30 – U40 - U50 – U60 – U70 y posterior 

 



                                                                                                                                                       

4. REGISTRATION. 

The registration will be done using the official page of European Cup, in the next link: 

https://europeancupinline.eu/race/race.php?id=30 

The registration fee is included in the next table: 

CATEGORIES 

FEE 1 FEE 2 

Until 15/03/2020 
(from 16/03/2020 until 

22/03/2020) 

MINI, PRE-BENJAMÍN, BENJAMÍN, ALEVÍN 12 € 24 € 

CADET, YOUTH, JUNIOR & SENIOR 30 € 60 € 

MÁSTER 12 € 24 € 

 

Only it´s allow the registration using the official page of the European Cup and under the 

limit date indicated.  

 

Remember that Fee 1 it´s only until 15/03/2020 (included) and Fee 2 starts on 16/03/2020 

and finishes 22/03/2020 (included) 

 

The organization will analyzed and could take into account other possible registrations 

done out of dates. In the case that the organization accepts the registration, the fee 

registration will have an increase.  

 

If you have any question or doubt, please do not hesitate to contact with: 

 pelayo@clubpatinpelayo.com  - pelayopatinclub@gmail.com  

 +34 646 813 151 - +34 697 942 985 

 

5. RACES DISTANCES 

 FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY 
MINI - 

- 200m 

- 600m 
- 500m +d 

PRE-BENJAMÍN - 
- 200m 

- 800m 
- 500m + d 

BENJAMÍN - 
- 300m +d 

- 2000m puntuación 
- 1500m línea 

ALEVÍN -500m +d 
- 300m+d 

- 1500m línea 
-3000m puntuación 

CADET 
- 300m + d 

- 3000m línea 

- 500m + d 

-3000m points 

- 1000m sprint 

-5000m elimination 

YOUTH 
- 300m + d 

- 5000m línea 

- 500m + d 

- 5000m points 

- 1000m sprint 

-5000m elimination 

JUNIOR 
- 300m + d 

- 5000m línea 

- 500m + d 

-8000m elimination 

- 1000m sprint 

-8000m points/elimin 

SENIOR 
- 300m + d 

- 5000m  línea 

- 500m + d 

-8000m elimination 

- 1000m sprint 

- 8000m points/elimin 

MÁSTER - 3000m línea - 3000m elimination - 3000m points 

 

During next days, is going to make public the definitive race order.  

 

 

 

https://europeancupinline.eu/race/race.php?id=30
mailto:pelayo@clubpatinpelayo.com
mailto:pelayopatinclub@gmail.com


                                                                                                                                                       

 

6. IMPORTANT RULES 

 

 A CALL AREA will be enabled to which all athletes must go when they are 

called by public address system. They must go to the call chamber with a 

category of advance, duly equipped, with the numbers and chips placed in a 

way correct. 

 The skater must be present in the call area when the official speaker of the 

competition indicates it by public address, or fifteen (15) minutes before the 

start of the race. 

 If a skater does not respond to the judge of the calling area after being called 

twice, with an interval of one minute, it will be marked as No Start –DNS- (DO 

NOT START). This skater will not be classified. 

 The organization reserves the right to change the schedule and order of tests if 

necessary. 

 The parade of participants will be held on Saturday between the morning and 

the afternoon. 

 

7. RACE NUMBERS, TRANSPONDERS AND TRAININGS   

The given of race numbers and transponder is going to take place Thursday 26th from 

18:30 h pm to 21:00 h pm and during Friday 27th from 10:00 h. am to 14:00 h pm in Manuel 

López track, which address is: 

  

Avenida de Juan Carlos I, s/n, 33212 Gijón, Asturias 

 

It will be necessary to leave a deposit of € 50 per team or the identity document per 

athlete that will be returned upon receipt of the chip and the bib on Sunday 29 at the end of 

the tests. 

 

If an athlete loses or does not deliver the chip, he will have a fine of € 50. 

 

Those athletes who wish to train the days prior to the event, should contact the 

organizers to manage the reservation 

 

8. GENERAL  RANKING AND PRIZE 

 

  International Trophy “Villa de Gijón” 
 

An individual final ranking for International Award “Villa de Gijón”, is going to be made, 

taking into account the sum of all the points of each skater in ALL the disputed races. 

 

If two skaters has the same amount of point, the last race of the tourney is determinate. 

 



                                                                                                                                                       

The prizes of each category are the next: 

 

CATEGORY PRIZE 

MINI Trophy for the first 5 classified 

PRE-BENJAMÍN Trophy for the first 5 classified 

BENJAMÍN Trophy for the first 5 classified 

ALEVÍN Trophy for the first 5 classified 

INFANTIL (CADET) 
Trophy for the first 5 classified 

Sport material 

JUVENIL (YOUTH) 
Trophy for the first 5 classified 

Sport material 

JÚNIOR (JUNIOR) 
Trophy for the first 5 classified 

1º: 100€ 2º: 75€ 3º: 50€ 

SÉNIOR (SENIOR) 
Trophy for the first 5 classified 

1º: 400€ 2º: 200€ 3º: 100€ 4º: 75€ 5º: 50€ 

MÁSTER Trophy for the first 5 classified 

 

 European Cup 
For all European Cup competitors (Cadet, Young, Junior and Senior Categories) a 

general ranking for short and long distance must be done. 

 

 The general ranking for short distance has to be done taking into account next 

races: 

500m+d y 1000m sprint 

 The general ranking for long distance has to be done taking into account next 

races: 

8000m elimination y  8000m points/elimination 

 

If two skaters has the same amount of point in the stage ranking, the last race of the 

tourney is determinate. 

INFANTIL/CADET 
-Velocidad: 1000m sprint 

-Fondo: 5000m eliminación 

JUVENIL/YOUTH 
- Velocidad: 1000m sprint 

- Fondo: 5000m eliminación 

JÚNIOR 
- Velocidad: 1000m sprint 

- Fondo: 8000m puntos/elimin 

SENIOR 
- Velocidad: 1000m sprint 

- Fondo: 8000m puntos/elimin 

 

The 3 first skaters in short distance and the 3 first in long distance will have a medal. 

 

9.  GENERAL RULES  

 All the winner skaters must go to collect the prize o medal wearing their correct 

racing suit. 

 



                                                                                                                                                       

 

 All the rest of rules not included in this document has to be in line to the CERS-CEC 

speed roller skating General Rules. 

 The organization will have the support of the health services team designed for 

the correct development of this event.  

 

Club Patín Pelayo, decline any responsibility in case of accident, also in travels or during 

the competition. 

 

10. RACE COURSE LOCATION AND CLOSE PLACES 

 

 

 

 

The organization. 

January 2020. 


